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ABSTRACT 

This contribution takes up two difficult questions: i) does the law contain one or more theories of 

choice?, and ii) if it does, is there a meta-theory to tell us which theory of choice to use in which 

cases? Even if one retains a loose definition of what counts as a ‘theory of choice’, there are reasons 

to be sceptical about the enterprise of mapping out theories of choice underpinning the law. This 

is because the supply for such theories is both abundant and incomplete while the demand is 

generally weak. Consumer protection, which purports to protect ‘consumer choice’, would seem 

to be a designated area of law to look for theories of (consumer) choice. However, an enquiry into 

legislative work on consumer protection reveals paradoxical efforts to comfort the theory that 

consumers do well with information rather than investigate alternative theories. It also appears 

that consumer law embeds several different conflicting theories of consumer choice without any 

sign of a meta-theory indicating which theory applies to which cases. In addition, where there is a 

theory of consumer harm justifying legislative intervention, it seems to matter little that we do 

not have a theory for how consumer choice is distorted. In short, the legislative appetite for 

theories of choice seems limited. Legal scholarship offers a different picture. A space has emerged 

to discuss theories of choice within legal analysis, which is still in the process of being shaped. 

Tentatively, it is suggested that the legal literature offers a contrast between deep and narrow 

discussions of theories of choice and wide and shallow ones. 

 

KEYWORDS 

Theory of choice — Behavioural analysis of law — Behavioural law and economics — Consumer 

choice — EU consumer law — Information paradigm — Drip pricing — Personalisation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: REASONS TO LOWER AMBITIONS 

The ambitious project of this volume is to map out in a rational and reasoned manner which theory 

or theories of choice lawyers and policy makers should use in what situations. This is a 

commendable enterprise and, admittedly, both the legal scholarship and law-making would 

greatly benefit from disposing of a meta-theory for choosing an adequate theory of choice. We 

would certainly be better off if, for example, we could confidently say: ‘this issue relates to 

regulation of B2B transactions, and therefore we can safely base regulation on an assumption of 

perfect rationality as understood in neoclassical price theory’ or ‘this issue relates to choices many 

people make after consulting with family or friends and therefore we need a theory of choice that 

factors in such social interactions’. It would be splendid to have a well-ordered catalogue of well-

defined theories of choice complete with an index (or an algorithm) allowing legal scholars and 

policy makers to identify the best-suited theory of choice for their legal project (while speaking of 

an ideal world, we might as well envisage there would be only one best-suited theory in each case). 

However, it is to be feared that such orderly correspondence between legal needs and what social 

sciences have in store by way of theories of choice is elusive.  

The first series of reasons why this is the case is to do with what one might call the ‘supply-side’, 

namely the scholarly disciplines providing theories of choice. The difficulty is not only what they 

offer or do not offer but also how (little) they interact. To the best of this author’s knowledge, 

there is no agreed-upon catalogue of all available theories of choice and probably not even an 

agreed-upon definition of what constitutes a theory of choice. In other words, not even the litmus 

test to be listed in the catalogue is readily available at this point. The very phrase ‘theory of choice’ 

is not used in all social sciences. Economists speak about the theory of rational choice and game 

theory; philosophers add social choice theory but do not have an overarching category which 

would encompass all three.  

In this contribution, ‘theory of choice’ has a broad and non-technical sense. It covers any analytical 

framework applicable to how humans make choices. Rational choice theory is, in this sense, a 

theory of choice, one that assumes thick rationality. Behavioural insights call the validity of this 

theory into question on many different grounds but do not offer an alternative ‘theory’ in the 

strong sense of the word because they do not form a unified, simple framework.1 This is so not 

only because of their possible underdevelopment but also because the level of granularity and 

realism to which psychologists and other behavioural scientists aspire almost certainly precludes 

it. Nonetheless, behavioural insights, in their richness and diversity, provide (partial) ‘theories of 

choice’ within the broad meaning used here. Indeed, the literature on bounded rationality and 

bounded ethicality provides analytical frameworks to think about (certain types of) choice 

                                                             
1  As Korobkin and Ulen write: ‘The end point of this broad research agenda will likely not be a single unified theory 

designed to explain or predict the full realm of human decision-making behaviour. Rather, it is more likely to be a 
pragmatic collection of situation-specific insights that can assist policy makers dealing with relevant problems.’ 
RB Korobkin and T Ulen, ‘Law and Behavioral Science: Removing the Rationality Assumption from Law and 
Economics’ (2000) 88 Cal L Rev 1051, 1060, 1075. 
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situations.2 Sometimes an accumulation of studies establishing one single behavioural 

phenomenon is apt to inspire the legislator (without any apparent need for a more comprehensive 

theory). The ban on inertia selling in EU law is a case in point:3 the EU Behavioural insights team 

relied on a survey of the literature to recommend adopting this provision. It considered that the 

extant studies sufficiently established the existence and robustness of the inertia bias to warrant 

a provision banning firms from exploiting this bias by pre-ticking boxes (e.g. to add insurance 

when a consumer purchases an air ticket).4 

To a certain extent, the behavioural literature also contains—albeit diffusely—some elements of 

a meta-choice between theories of choice. The first one is obvious: this literature as a whole 

suggests that rational choice theory is never or extremely rarely correct for it would only apply in 

contexts where no bias exists, which seems very difficult to imagine. In addition, within this body 

of behavioural scholarship, each behavioural phenomenon has its boundary conditions.5 

Anchoring effect will only obtain in contexts where some piece of information functions as an 

anchor;6 framing effect pertaining to risky choices can only be relevant where the parameters 

defining alternative options relate to some kind of gain and some kind of loss;7 blind spots occur 

in situations where a conflict of interests is present.8 In other words, because each strand of 

behavioural research defines its object, it is possible—as well as highly desirable—to pay careful 

attention to how this object is defined and use behavioural insights only in their domain of validity. 

Boundary conditions, however, only constitute building blocks of a meta-theory of choice—a 

theory that would allow us to choose the fitting theory of choice for a particular type of choice 

situation. This is due to the fact that, in the real world, behavioural phenomena may co-occur 

(boundary conditions for each may overlap) and interactions between behavioural phenomena, 

which should be of concern to legal scholars and policy makers, are as yet still under-researched.9 

In other words, behavioural sciences offer some but not all of the building blocks that would be 

necessary for a complete meta-theory of choice. 

The second series of reasons why it might be challenging to provide lawyers and policy makers 

with a fully functional meta-theory of choice to guide them when they need to understand how 

people make specific choices has to do with the ‘demand’ side, namely legal scholars and policy 

                                                             
2  For a comprehensive summary of partial theories in the bounded rationality family, see E Zamir and D Teichman, 

Behavioural Law and Economics , OUP, 2018, ch 2. For a comprehensive summary of partial theories in the bounded 
ethicality family, see Y Feldman, The Law of Good People (CUP, 2018) ch. 2. 

3  Directive 2011/83/EU on consumer rights (2011) OJ L 304/64, art 22. 
4  Joint Research Center, Behavioural Insights Applied to Policy, 2016, 8. 
5  On the importance of boundary conditions for legal analysis, see A Tor, ‘The Methodology of the Behavioral Analysis 

of Law’ (2008) 4 Haifa L Rev 237, 294 (I use here ‘boundary conditions’ in the second sense defined by Tor, i.e. 
‘specific boundary conditions’). 

6  The effect has been documented in relation to factual questions (e.g. number on countries in the UN) but also 
willingness to pay and assessment of physical stimuli. E Zamir and D Teichman, cited n 2, 80. 

7  But on unclear boundary conditions and magnitude of (this and other) framing effects, see E Zamir and D Teichman, 
cited n 2, 80. 

8  Y Feldman, The Law of Good People (OUP, 2018) ch 9. 
9  Y Feldman and O Lobel, ‘Behavioural Trade-Offs: Beyond the Land of Nudges Spans the World of Law and 

Psychology’ in A Alemanno and AL Sibony (eds), Nudge and the Law: A European Perspective (Hart, 2015) 301. 
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makers themselves. The difficulty here is that the demand for a meta-theory of choice is hard to 

discern, irrespective of the fact that it might be difficult to satisfy if it were readily identifiable. 

Behaviourally-minded scholars in legal academia and behaviourally-minded policy advisors and 

policy makers certainly make up a larger crowd than only a few years ago.10 In this sense, there is 

a growing demand for guidance on how to use behavioural insights in government in general.11 

However, if one turns to such guidance documents, it is striking that they envisage nothing like a 

meta-theory of choice. Instead, they emphasise the need to construct and test ad hoc theories. A 

2017 comprehensive survey of behavioural policy-making across developed countries offers a 

characteristic example. In this report, the OECD notes that  

Applying behavioural insights is first and foremost an approach to policy making 
that embeds experimentation into the development of policy and regulation. It 
starts with the recognition that individuals do not behave as the theories of 
rational choice may suggest, and that increasingly public bodies endeavour to 
create evidence-based policies and interventions with a more realistic, and 
proven, understanding of human behaviour.12  

The new consensus rejects rational choice theory, but neither replaces it with a single substitute 

theory (which is not available) nor with a kit comprising a collection of partial theories topped 

with a meta-theory (which would be akin to an instruction manual on when to use which theory). 

Instead, the message to policy makers is: come up with a theory, test it, and if it does fit the 

situation, use it to design intervention. Admittedly, the custom-built theory will not emerge from 

thin air and whoever is in charge of coming up with a candidate theory—possibly a government 

behavioural insights team—will draw on existing research. It is precisely the role of a specialised 

unit to know its way around accumulated behavioural knowledge and select insights which could 

be relevant to a situation in which the government would like to intervene. 

Importantly, the moment when the question ‘What theories of choice could be useful?’ arises in 

the earliest stages of policy-making. Indeed, this question helps identify the intervention logic 

rather than fine-tune the intervention. Asking what will influence choice in a given situation 

                                                             
10  In this regard, the dissemination work undertaken by the UK Behavioural Insights Team, the OECD and the World 

Bank—as well as several active think tanks and the EU Behavioural Insights and Foresights Unit within the Joint 
Research Center should be underscored. On the academic front, several books have contributed to bridging the gap 
between technical psychology articles (challenging read for lawyers) and pop-science books (easy to read but not 
always precise enough). Among them R Jones, J Pykett and M Whitehead, Changing Behaviours—On the Rise of the 
Psychological State (Edward Elgar, 2013); A Oliver, Behavioural Public Policy (CUP, 2013); A Alemanno and 
AL Sibony (2015) cited n 9; E Zamir and D Teichman (2018) cited n 2; Y Feldman (2018) cited n 2; P John, How Far 
to Nudge? Assessing Behavioural Public Policy (Edward Elgar, 2018). 

11  Government, international organization and think tanks have produced a number of reports and policy documents 
to cater for this demand. The UK Behavioural Insights Team was the first to produce several reports: MINDSPACE 
(2010); Test, Learn, and Adapt (2013); EAST Framework (2014). OECD and the World Bank followed suit: World 
Bank, World Development Report, Mind, Society, and Behavior (2015); OECD, Behavioural Insights and Public 
Policies: Lessons from around the world (2017); Tools and Ethics for Applied Behavioural Insights: The BASIC Toolkit 
(2019). Specialised government departments have also produced sector-specific guidance, for example US Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS), Behavioral Insights Toolkit (2017). Several specialized think tanks also contribute to the 
literature: Ideas42, Define, Diagnose, Design, Test (2017); B Feng, J Oyunsuren, M Tymko, M Kim and D Soman, How 
Should Organizations Best Embed and Harness Behavioural Insights? A Playbook (2018). 

12  OECD (2017), cited n 11. 

http://www.rotman.utoronto.ca/bear
http://www.rotman.utoronto.ca/bear
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involves scanning the science for relevant insights. For example, concerning the policy issue of 

how to increase tax compliance, one policy option may be to raise penalties for late payers. This 

strategy appeals to the rational behaviour of taxpayers by raising the cost of delaying payment. A 

behavioural insight unit investigating the same policy issue will come up with different theories 

of what governs the choice to pay now or later, thereby opening to different policy options. In 

relation with this question, the UK nudge unit famously came up with the theory that, apart from 

liquidity constraints, a late payment could be due to procrastination. Procrastination itself could 

be targeted by appealing to a social norm (‘others have paid already’) or by reminding taxpayers 

that tax money is used to provide public goods. It is only after candidate theories have been 

identified (here social norm and salience of public good purpose) that different variants of each 

theory and combinations of both can be tested empirically. This is usually where randomised 

control trials (RCTs) come in.13 For example, they help determine which of several variants of a 

reminder letter to late taxpayers—all appealing to the social norm and some to other behavioural 

mechanisms as well—will work best.14 In other words, systematicity is invited at the stage the 

fine-tuning, after the direction of travel (the theory of choice) has been chosen.  

At the orientation stage, a meta-theory of choice could serve as a compass. Short of a compass (let 

alone a GPS), we should be prepared to recognise that policy actors orient themselves on the map 

of theories of choice based on their prior knowledge and intuition. Since their knowledge may—

understandably—be partial, this could lead to sticking to the familiar areas of the map (say the 

most studied behavioural phenomena). Inroads into less familiar areas (say, behavioural ethics) 

could be dependent on the availability of expert advice, thus creating randomness in the selection 

of theories of choice for policy purposes. To address this risk, emphasis should be on bringing to 

the table people who know different theories of choice (whether or not they so named in their 

discipline of origin). Such diversity of expertise would ensure that explorations are not limited to 

the best-known section of the map of theories, the one plotting findings on bounded rationality, 

but also venture into other potentially relevant territories, such as those of behavioural ethics or 

peers’ influence on choice. In lieu of a meta-theory of choice, we can create procedures which will 

foster the representation of diverse theories of choice—rather than a subset of them—at the 

relevant stage of initiating policy-relevant research.15 

This author is no exception to the partial knowledge problem, and the present contribution limits 

itself to offering a few elements for discussing how policy makers and legal scholars approach the 

choice between theories of choice. It does so with a focus on consumer choice and offers two 

entries considering different contexts in which such (meta-) choice is ‘theorised’ (in a weak 

                                                             
13  See M Hallsworth, JA List, RD Metcalfe and I Vlaev, The Behavioralist as Tax Collector: Using Natural Field 

Experiments to Enhance Tax Compliance (2017) 148 Journal of Public Economics, Elsevier 14 (finding that both 
appealing to social norm and highlighting the public good had a positive effect, but framing had no effect). 

14  Interestingly, it is not the same variants that worked best in the UK in 2013 and in Belgium in 2018. Teaming up 
with researchers, the Belgian Tax Office conducted a large-scale experiment similar to the 2013 UK BIT experiment. 
However, because of the much larger sample, it was possible to test more variants in a statistically robust way. In 
addition to the effect of simplification, appealing to the social norm and making public good salient, the authors also 
tested deterrence (highlighting the amount of the fine incurred by late payers). As in the UK experiment, the authors 
found that simplifying the reminder letter had a positive effect. They also found that deterrence worked better than 
positive motivation—which seems at odds with the UK results though the experiments are not exactly comparable 
in this respect. Tax morale treatments (highlighting the public good impact of taxes) did not raise compliance in 
Belgium and even backfired for most taxpayers, unlike what had been found in the UK. JE De Neve, C Imbert, 
J Spinnewijn, T Tsankova, M Luts, ‘How to Improve Tax Compliance? Evidence from Population-wide Experiments 
in Belgium’ (2019) 1621 CEP Discussion Paper.  

15  This approach is advocated (in slightly different language) in BIT, Behavioural Government (HMSO, 2018). 
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sense)—or not—by law-makers or scholars. The first entry (section II) focuses on a law-making 

context. It discusses what theory of consumer choice, if any, is embedded in existing EU legislation 

and, more broadly, whether a theory of consumer choice is always necessary to legislate on 

consumer protection. The second entry (section III) turns to an academic context and looks at how 

a space for discussing theories of choice has emerged in legal scholarship and can take different 

shapes. Some concluding remarks are offered (section IV).  

II. LEGISLATION: IS THERE A THEORY OF CHOICE? THE EXAMPLE 
OF EU CONSUMER PROTECTION 

This section considers theories of choice in the legislative context from two different perspectives. 

In a descriptive perspective, the attention first turns EU consumer protection, which, historically, 

rests on an information paradigm largely consonant with rational choice theory. Looking at recent 

pre-legislative practice, subsection A analyses whether the European Commission’s commitment 

to a behavioural orientation of EU consumer protection translates as a departure from this theory 

of choice and concludes that it does not, at least not significantly. Theories of choice, when 

embedded in legislation, seem to be sticky. From a theoretical perspective, subsection B focuses 

on the example of drip pricing to show that, in the face of evidence of consumer harm, a theory of 

choice is not always indispensable to justify consumer protection. 

A. EU CONSUMER POLICY: INFORMATION-BASED THEORY OF CHOICE CAN BE 

STICKY 

Protecting informed choice has been the mantra of EU consumer protection since its inception. 

Tellingly, the first political document mentioning consumer protection at the European level was 

entitled ‘preliminary programme of the European Economic Community for a consumer 

protection and information policy’. Empowering consumers through information has remained at 

the heart of EU consumer law ever since.16 The faith in the power of information is such that 

transparency remains the go-to tool even in complex environments where consumers’ attention 

and understanding are, arguably, limited. A case in point concerns online personalisation 

practices. A 2018 study conducted for the European Commission found that while surveyed 

consumers valued information about personalisation to some extent, they were not always 

proficient in using it.17 When given transparent information about personalisation practices, 

consumers identified personalised ranking of offers with reasonable accuracy, but this was not 

                                                             
16  By way of a typical example, the Commission, outlining in 2007 the development of consumer policy in the years 

ahead wrote that: ‘Empowered consumers need real choices, accurate information, market transparency and the 
confidence that comes from effective protection and solid rights.’ European Commission, EU Consumer Policy 
strategy 2007–2013: Empowering consumers, enhancing their welfare, effectively protecting them, COM(2007) 99 
final (my emphasis). 

17  Ipsos—London Economics—Deloitte, Data Consumer market study on online market segmentation through 
personalized pricing/offers in the European Union 2018 [https://perma.cc/ZAD5-5UN3] (hereafter, ‘Ipsos, 
Personalisation study’). 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/consumer-market-study-online-market-segmentation-through-personalised-pricing-offers-european-union_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/consumer-market-study-online-market-segmentation-through-personalised-pricing-offers-european-union_en
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the case for the two other personalisation practices studied, namely targeted advertising and 

personalised prices.18 These findings reflect lab conditions, where attention to information is 

probably more focused than in real shopping contexts, leaving one to suppose that information 

about personalisation may not be effective in empowering consumers to make smart choices.  

It is noteworthy in a policy perspective that surveyed consumers held mixed views about 

personalisation practices: most consumers believed that personalisation practices had either both 

advantages and disadvantages or mostly disadvantages.19 Opinions about personalised pricing 

were notably more negative than about targeted advertising or personalised ranking of offers.20 

When asked what could change their views about personalisation and given a choice between 

various options, receiving information came last.21 In other words, consumers seemed to be aware 

that information is not what they need most to protect them from practices they considered at 

least somewhat problematic. 

That information may not be effective in protecting consumers and that it is also perceived as 

ineffective did not prevent the EU legislator from regulating personalisation only through 

information requirements. The ‘Modernisation directive’ adopted in 2019 to reform EU consumer 

law validates personalisation practices, including personalised prices, subject only to minimal 

transparency requirements.22 The information paradigm, already mobilised on the topic of 

personalisation in a 2016 communication,23 was deemed sufficient, although a recent study 

commissioned to inform the legislative process cast some doubt about the wisdom of this 

legislative strategy.24 The new rules validate all personalisation practices (including price 

personalisation)25 subject only to disclosure that prices are being personalised. There is no 

                                                             
18  Ipsos, Personalisation study, 105. 
19  Ipsos, Personalisation study, 144–146. On the negative perception of price personalisation, see also OECD, 

Personalised Pricing in the Digital Era, DAF/COMP(2018) 13, 23–26. 
20  Ibid. 
21  Ipsos, Personalisation study, 148 sq. The other options besides being informed when targeted adverts or 

personalised pricing/offers are being shown were: having an easy way to ‘opt out’ of personalised practices; 
receiving an explanation about what personal data is collected; being given the opportunity to see/change one’s 
personal data used for personalisation practices; receiving an explanation about the purpose of data collection; 
receiving an explanation about which third parties access personal data; being informed why a particular advert or 
a particular search result/price is being shown. 

22  The vast fact-finding exercise which preceded the Modernisation directive (Consumer REFIT) did not touch upon 
this issue. Directive (EU) 2019/2161 amending Directives 93/13/EEC, 98/6/EC, 2005/29/EC, and 2011/83/EU as 
regards the better enforcement and modernisation of Union consumer protection rules [2019] OJ L 328/7 
(‘Modernisation Directive’). 

23  ‘Greater transparency is also needed for users to understand how the information presented to them is filtered, 
shaped or personalised, especially when this information forms the basis of purchasing decisions or influences their 
participation in civic or democratic life. If consumers are properly informed of the nature of the products that they 
view or consume online, this assists the efficient functioning of markets and consumer welfare’. European 
Commission, Online Platforms and the Digital Single Market Opportunities and Challenges for Europe, COM(2016) 
288 final, 10. 

24  The doubts are not highlighted or even expressly formulated in the Ipsos Personalisation study. This is our own 
reading. 

25  No attempt is made to distinguish between different types of personalisation. For such an attempt, see O Bar-Gill, 
‘Algorithmic Price Discrimination When Demand Is a Function of Both Preferences and (Mis)perceptions’ (April 
2019) 86(2) The University of Chicago Law Review 217 (distinguishing between algorithmic price discrimination 
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requirement for this information to be salient or relatable.26 Despite a general commitment to a 

behavioural orientation of EU consumer protection and evidence-based policy-making,27 the new 

rules seem to be premised on a theory of choice according to which consumers can choose for 

themselves if only they have all the relevant information. Indeed, the very choice to allow all types 

of price discrimination suggests that the legislator is assuming that consumers are ‘(rather) fully 

rational’.28 

What is more, the European Commission commissions behavioural studies which seem designed 

to confirm the soundness of the information paradigm. This is the case of studies undertaken as 

part of the REFIT of EU consumer law—a retrospective evaluation deemed to assess whether the 

existing legal framework is still fit for purpose.29 The report drawn up on this occasion contains 

four empirical studies on various choice situations regulated by consumer law directives.30 One 

study considers how consumers react to price per unit (PPU) indications (which are mandated by 

a directive). As the authors of the study point out, such indications are especially useful to 

consumers when they carry the information that, contrary to expectations, a small container of 

washing liquid is cheaper per unit than a large container. The study shows that, in such situations, 

consumers used PPU indications wisely to debiase themselves and realise that the heuristic ‘big 

is cheap’ does not work: they choose the cheaper product per unit (the one packaged in a small 

container). In addition, a majority reported doing the maths themselves when PPU indications 

were not available.31 This study clearly illustrates how well consumers do with information—and, 

if one trusts the accuracy of self-reports, even without explicit information. Another study in the 

same lot finds that, to a large extent, consumers read, understand and act upon the information 

contained in terms and conditions (T&Cs). In the experiment, consumers were given the task to 

choose either an internet provider or an offer for a consumer credit and, in either case, were given 

                                                             
which targets preferences and price discrimination which targets misperceptions and arguing that the later type 
calls for legal intervention). 

26  New art 6(1)(e) of Directive 2011/83/EU on Consumer Rights (introduced by the Modernisation directive) 
mandates disclosing ‘where applicable, that the price was personalised on the basis of automated decision-making’. 
Recital 45 explains that ‘Consumers should […] be clearly informed when the price presented to them is 
personalised based on automated decision-making so that they can take into account the potential risks in their 
purchasing decision’ (my emphasis). New item Point 11(a) added (by the Modernisation directive) to Annex 1 of 
Directive 2005/29/EC on unfair commercial practices prohibits as misleading omission the practice of ‘Providing 
search results in response to a consumer’s online search query without clearly disclosing any paid advertisement 
or payment specifically for achieving higher ranking of products within the search results’.  

27  This commitment is evidenced by the number of behavioural studies commissioned to inform EU policy, particularly 
in the field of consumer protection (17 to date). 

28  See, P Hacker, ‘Regulating under Uncertainty about Regulatees’ Rationality: From Decision Theory to Machine 
Learning and Complexity Theory’, in S. Grundman and P. Hacker (eds), Theories of Choice: The Social Science and the 
Law of Decision Making, OUP, 2020, 87, II.3.c). 

29  The Regulatory Fitness and Performance (REFIT) programme was established in 2012 by a Communication from 
the Commission, EU Regulatory Fitness, COM(2012) 746 final. 

30  GfK Belgium, ‘Consumer Market Study to support the Fitness Check of EU consumer and marketing law’, May 2017, 
hereafter ‘Lot 3 study’. The report contains four studies on Effects of indicating the price per unit on consumers’ 
behaviour (Price Indication Directive), Consumers’ responses towards fair/unfair contract terms (Unfair Contract 
Terms Directive), Effects of durability and reparability information on consumers’ behaviour, Consumers’ 
understanding and use of pre-contractual information.  

31  Lot 3 study, 379. 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/consumers/consumer-protection/evidence-based-consumer-policy/behavioural-research_en
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/just/item-detail.cfm?item_id=59332
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a choice between one provider offering fair contract terms and another offering unfair contract 

terms.32 They were exposed to standard (long) T&Cs and simplified T&Cs. The findings were in 

line with what one might expect from relatively diligent and attentive consumers: when T&Cs 

were unfair, fewer consumers chose the product (27.7% compared to 41% when T&Cs were fair), 

and the difference was larger when T&Cs were simplified (the proportion of consumers choosing 

the unfair option fell to 22%).33 Results of the other two studies were also broadly in line with the 

image of a rational and competent consumer.  

While carefully designed and statistically robust, these studies seem to have poor ecological 

validity because subjects in the study were made to pay attention to information when, in real life, 

so many stimuli compete for consumers’ attention. In this sense, the findings illustrate the demand 

from the Commission at least as much as how consumers handle information in real life. One 

important message from behavioural science is receiving attention, namely that simplifying 

information can help.34 However, the demand from the Commission also seems to illustrate a 

continuous and sustained focus on information and a desire to confirm the soundness of the 

information paradigm on which existing law is built. Behavioural studies seem to be conducted to 

reinforce and adapt the information paradigm on which EU consumer protection rests rather than 

question it. The underlying theory of choice, though not expressly formulated, seems to remain 

broadly in line with the rational choice model, at least the version expressed in the average 

consumer standard.35 The behavioural turn the Commission has engaged in the area of consumer 

protection clearly embraces smart disclosure.36 Nevertheless, the focus largely remains on 

disclosure. The underlying theory of consumer choice is being enriched with the notion that 

consumers pay limited attention and have limited information processing capacity. However, 

there seems to be a presumption that this level of attention and this processing capacity are quite 

high. To date, empirical studies designed to inform the legislative process do not focus on 

submitting these assumptions to a reality check but seem to seek to illustrate that they hold. 

This discussion suggests that, when a framework for thinking about choice is embedded in 

existing legislation, such as the information paradigm in EU consumer law, it is sticky. The 

legislator investigates alternative (behavioural) approaches but with caution, as if careful not to 

                                                             
32  This was a between-subject experiment so that each participant only had to choose one service provider (of either 

internet or credit). 
33  Lot 3 study, 400. The authors also report differences across products, the effect of simplification being much larger 

for internet subscriptions than for consumer credit.  
34  See already M Elshout, M Elsen, J Leenheer, M Loos and J Luzak, Study on consumers’ attitudes towards Terms and 

Conditions (T&Cs) 2016 (study for the European Commission, Contract No. 2014 85 12 implementing Framework 
Contract—EAHC/2011/CP/Ol/ECORYS). 

35  In the words of the Court of justice, the average consumer is ‘reasonably well-informed and reasonably observant 
and circumspect’, Case C-210/96, Gut Springerheide, EU:C:1998:369, para 31. 

36  This is apparent in the area of energy labelling. Communication from the Commission, A Framework Strategy for a 
Resilient Energy Union with a Forward-Looking Climate Change Policy, COM(2015) 80 final; ‘Commission welcomes 
agreement on clearer energy efficiency labelling rules to empower consumers’ Press release IP/17/691; and most 
recently, announcing the use of QR codes: ‘Clearer and simple energy labels will help consumers save money and 
contribute to the Energy Union’s objectives’ [https://perma.cc/ZK4A-9VWB]. 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/news/clearer-and-simple-energy-labels-will-help-consumers-save-money-and-contribute-energy-unions-objectives-2019-mar-11_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/news/clearer-and-simple-energy-labels-will-help-consumers-save-money-and-contribute-energy-unions-objectives-2019-mar-11_en
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call the primary paradigm into question. Innovations, such as simplification of mandatory 

information, are welcome as long as they are not too radical. 

B. DOES THE LEGISLATOR NEED A THEORY OF CHOICE?  

While it is apparent from the previous section that the legislator might want to preserve some 

degree of coherence across consumer policy and would, therefore, cling to the information 

paradigm, does this entail a commitment to a particular theory of choice? A cursory look at 

legislation and case law suffices to suggest that this is not the case. As applied in EU law, the 

information paradigm seems compatible with more than one theory of decision-making. It fits 

very well with strong rationality assumptions and an image of rational and attentive consumers 

who need nothing but accurate information to make good decisions. However, it is also compatible 

with bounded rationality hypotheses. To date, this versatility of the dominant paradigm permits 

the coexistence within EU consumer law of very different assumptions about how consumers deal 

with information. To contrast only a few elements: consumers are, as discussed above, supposed 

to be able to make an informed choice about whether or not they want to shop on a website that 

personalises prices based on non-salient information,37 while, in another piece of legislation 

(unfair commercial practices directive), it is acknowledged that information, even if entirely 

accurate, can be misleading because of how it is presented.38 In relation to yet another piece of 

consumer legislation (unfair contract terms directive), the Court of Justice interprets ‘plain 

intelligible language’ in the context of information that is difficult to understand (financial 

information) as meaning that the consumer must not only be able to understand the text of the 

contract term from a grammatical point of view but also appreciate the economic consequences 

of the term for him.39 In other words, within existing EU consumer law, one finds more than one 

view on how consumers deal with information when they choose to engage in a transaction. The 

reason may be that the legislator is content with a weak degree of coherence so long as 

incoherence is not too conspicuous. In this regard, the fact that no theory of choice underpinning 

consumer law is being made explicit serves the status quo: incoherence is not exposed. 

Another reason to think that law does not always need to elect a theory of choice is that it is 

sometimes possible to ‘jump’ from evidence of consumer harm to policy conclusion even without 

a theory of choice. The example of policy work on ‘drip pricing’ illustrates this point. It shows that 

it is possible to reach policy conclusions in the field of consumer protection regarding a practice 

that is deemed harmful because of its effect on consumer choice even though the finding of harm 

is not univocally rationalized under one particular theory of choice. Drip pricing is a practice 

whereby information about price is given sequentially (‘dripped’). Typically, a headline price is 

advertised at the beginning of the purchase process (for example the price for a flight that appears 

on a flight comparator). Then additional fees, which may be unavoidable (e.g. credit card 

                                                             
37  Note 26 above. 
38  Directive 2005/29/EC concerning unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices in the internal market, 

art 6.1, OJ L 149, 11 June 2005, 22–39 (hereafter ‘UCPD’). 
39  Case C-26/13, Kásler, EU:C:2014:282, para 75. 
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surcharge), are incrementally disclosed after the consumer has engaged in the purchasing 

process. It is consensual that drip pricing is a misleading practice. However, many legal systems 

do not ban it per se, as is, for example, the case in the EU.40 This explains why several consumer 

protection authorities, as well as OECD, have considered this topic in various policy reports.41 

In one OECD report, the practice is described as ‘a price advertising technique that might trigger 

behavioural biases such as anchoring and endowment effect to prevent consumers from making 

optimal choices’.42 It is noteworthy that existing studies have not reached a  definitive conclusion 

as to which bias or combination of biases is at work. A study commissioned by the UK Office of 

Fair Trading (OFT) has shown that drip pricing was more detrimental to consumers than other 

pricing practices such as dynamic pricing. However, it only provides hypotheses as to the 

underlying decisional mechanisms.43 Three theories of how drip pricing affects decisions were put 

forward: such pricing (i) increases search costs because of the increased cognitive effort of 

calculating and comparing prices, (ii) increases the likelihood of errors because consumers may 

miss the extra part of the price, and (iii) results in consumers putting more weight on the base 

price than on the extra part when making decisions (‘anchoring’).44 Anchoring-and-adjusting is a 

behavioural phenomenon whereby we tend to accord importance to an irrelevant number which 

we have been primed with. Immediately after being primed, we tend to decide (whatever we are 

asked to decide) taking the anchor as a starting point (as if it were relevant) and adjusting too 

little upwards or downwards.45 Other studies on drip pricing have envisaged and tested other 

behavioural explanations for the effect of such pricing, namely the endowment effect and 

commitment.46 The endowment effect captures our tendency to value something more when we 

possess it than when a different person holds the same thing.47 According to the endowment 

‘theory’, feeling endowed with something triggers loss aversion so that we do not want to part 

with that thing. To the extent that shoppers feel already endowed with an air ticket that they are 

in the process of purchasing, loss aversion could explain why they would rather pay the hidden 

                                                             
40  Drip pricing is not mentioned in Annex I of UCPD (also not after the reform introduced by the modernisation 

directive) 
41  OFT (UK), ‘Partitioned Pricing Research: A behavioural experiment’, August 2013 [https://perma.cc/Z9BA-FP7P], 

hereafter ‘OFT (2013)’; ACCC (Australia), ‘ACCC investigation leads to clearer ticket pricing’, October 2014, 
[https://perma.cc/J9A8-ZM7A]; OECD, ‘Use of Behavioural Insights in Consumer Policy’ (January 2017) 36 OECD 
Science, Technology and Innovation Policy Papers, 25 sq, hereafter ‘OECD (2017)’. See also OECD, ‘Consumer Policy 
Guidance on Mobile and Online Payments’ (2014) DSTI/CP(2011)24/FINAL [https://perma.cc/AZU5-4VT5]. 

42  Ibid.  
43  OFT (2013), ’The study considered six price frames: Drip Pricing, Reference Pricing, Time Limited Offers, Volume 

Discounts, Complex Pricing/Tariffs and Bait Pricing’.  
44  OFT (2013), 11. 
45  A Tversky and D Kahneman, ‘Advances in prospect theory: Cumulative representation of uncertainty’ (1992) 5(4) 

Journal of Risk and Uncertainty 297–323. For a review of subsequent work on the anchoring effect: A Furnham and 
H Chu Boo, ‘A Literature Review of the Anchoring Effect’ (2011) 40(1) Journal of Socio-Economics 35–42. 

46  OFT (UK), ‘The impact of price frames on consumer decision-making’, May 2010, 80. 
47  In their seminal experiment Kahneman, Knetch and Thaler used mugs and chocolate bars from the university 

student shop. Both sold for the same price at the shop but the mugs where held dearer by the subjects that were 
endowed with them than the chocolate bar (and vice-versa), so that subjects were unwilling to part with ‘their’ good 
and trade. D Kahneman, J Knetsch and R Thaler, ‘Anomalies: The Endowment Effect, Loss Aversion, and Status Quo 
Bias’ (1991) 5(1) The Journal of Economic Perspectives 193–206. 

http://londoneconomics.co.uk/blog/publication/partitioned-pricing-research-behavioural-experiment/
http://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/accc-investigation-leads-to-clearer-ticket-pricing
file:///C:/Users/annelisesibony/Library/Containers/com.apple.mail/Data/Library/Mail%20Downloads/40AFD52B-1F33-4CAF-94EA-E2F30B1A9AE7/www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/%20publicdisplaydocumentpdf/%3fcote=dsti/cp(2011)24/final&doclanguage=en
file:///C:/Users/annelisesibony/Library/Containers/com.apple.mail/Data/Library/Mail%20Downloads/40AFD52B-1F33-4CAF-94EA-E2F30B1A9AE7/www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/%20publicdisplaydocumentpdf/%3fcote=dsti/cp(2011)24/final&doclanguage=en
https://londoneconomics.co.uk/blog/publication/the-impact-of-price-frames-on-consumer-decision-making-2/
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fee than let go of the ticket. Finally, commitment—another psychological phenomenon—could 

explain the behaviour of consumers with regards to drip pricing.48 If consumers feel they have 

already decided to purchase, they have psychologically committed to it even though they have not 

yet entered a contract.49 The time and effort they have already spent on the search and purchase 

before being hit with extra charges will trigger the desire to be consistent with their previous 

actions and finalise the purchase they are already several clicks into. 

There is no certainty as to which decision theory—in the sense of a partial theory corresponding 

to one behavioural phenomenon or a particular combination of such phenomena—best explains 

the effect of drip pricing, which is to lead consumers to suboptimal choices. Notwithstanding this 

incomplete understanding of the exact mechanisms at work, the evidence of harm as well as 

negative perception50 justify the recommendation to ban the practice.51 In this context, a theory 

of how exactly consumers decide to go for the offer that seems cheaper at the outset but might 

prove costlier, in the end, seems superfluous. A similar argument can be made more generally 

about misleading practices: rather than requiring one single established theory of how a practice 

is misleading, courts will usually be satisfied with any plausible account that the practice is 

misleading. Such an account can be much less than a ‘theory’, even a partial one such as a 

behavioural explanation. Indeed, courts enforced rules on unfair commercial practices long before 

behavioural explanations were on offer and have not felt the need to theorise deception. 

This brief incursion into the territory of misleading practices suggests that the law does not 

always need a theory of (influence on) choice. Evidence of influence can be enough to trigger a 

prohibition. For sure, having a theory of influence may help convince a court that a commercial 

practice is misleading. It will also help make a policy case for a ban, as in the case of drip pricing, 

but there is no pressing need to choose between theories of choice. 

The picture of theories of choice in the context of legislative work on consumer protection 

emerging from this section is contrasted: something about it seems sticky. The Commission—who 

is in charge of proposing legislation—chooses to not call the information paradigm into question 

even when conducting behavioural studies. While constructing empirical studies to validate the 

information paradigm might seem paradoxical, it also speaks to the openness of this paradigm to 

more than one theory of choice. Indeed, the EU consumer law, despite being home to the 

exceptionally rational ‘average consumer’ is also inhabited by several different figures of 

consumers, illustrating facets of bounded rationality and responding to distinct theories of choice. 

It appears, therefore, that the legislator, in the field of EU consumer law, not only does not ground 

legislation in one single theory of choice but also does not have a meta-theory explaining when 

which (partial) theory of choice might apply. Consistency apart, one may further doubt whether 

legislation needs a theory of choice to justify intervention regarding commercial practices that 

influence consumer choice. As illustrated by the example of drip pricing, it seems to be possible to 

justify a ban based on a showing of consumer harm, even if it is not backed by a (single) theory of 

choice explaining how exactly consumer choice is being affected. To sum up, legislative work 

                                                             
48  A Fletcher, ‘Drip Pricing: the UK Experience’, OFT 2012,  
49  Commitment and the desire for consistency across our actions is one of the six influencing mechanisms identified 

by Robert Cialdini in Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion (Harper, 2006) ch 3. 
50  S Santana, S Dallas and VG Morwitz, ‘Consumer Reactions to Drip Pricing’ (2017) [https://perma.cc/ 5C23-9S2Y].  
51  OECD, ‘Consumer Protection in E-commerce’ (2016) Recommendation 16: ‘Businesses should ensure that 

advertised prices do not misrepresent or hide the total cost of a good or a service’. See also OECD, ‘Consumer Policy 
Guidance on Mobile and Online Payments’ (2014). 

https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_events/economics-drip-pricing/afletcher.pdf
http://faculty.tuck.dartmouth.edu/images/uploads/faculty/nemc/Santana_Dallas_Morwitz_Drip_Pricing.pdf
https://perma.cc/5C23-9S2Y
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/science-and-technology/consumer-policy-guidance-on-mobile-and-online-payments_5jz432cl1ns7-en
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/science-and-technology/consumer-policy-guidance-on-mobile-and-online-payments_5jz432cl1ns7-en
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appears inconsistent and mostly silent about theories of consumer choice. This stands in contrast 

with legal scholarship.  

III. LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP: THE SPACE FOR THEORIES OF CHOICE 

Traditionally, legal scholars have not felt any need for theories of choice, let alone meta-theories. 

’Lawyers […] go on thinking that their legal instinct and their common sense supplies them with 

all that is needed and someone more’.52 With these words, Hugo Münsberg—then director of the 

Harvard Psychology Laboratory—expressed in 1908 his perception of how lawyers, judges and 

jury members uncritically approached decision-making. To an extent, this quote also aptly 

describes the long-standing attitude of mainstream doctrinal legal scholars. While legal 

scholarship has evolved and complexified, it is worth pausing briefly on what might be considered 

an initial state of play, one of separation between legal scholarship and enquiries about how 

people make choices. So long as legal scholars do not consider decision-making as an object of 

enquiry, there is simply no space within legal scholarship for debating theories of choice, let alone 

meta-theories. This space emerged. It has been carved out and is still in the process of being 

shaped. While the initial change that led to opening this discussion space can be traced to 

economic analysis of law (subsection A), the specific size and shape it takes varies across legal 

cultures and strands of scholarship. Schematically, it is possible to distinguish a deep and narrow 

space and one that is shallow and wide (subsection B). 

A. OPENING THE SPACE FOR THEORIES OF CHOICE 

It was the law and economics movement that first introduced a formal theory of choice in legal 

discourse. Defined broadly as the application of economic theory to the formation, structure, 

processes, and economic impact on the law and legal institutions,53 law and economics first and 

foremost brought new questions to legal scholarship. In mainstream economic analysis of law (the 

Chicago school), the new object of analysis par excellence was the efficiency of rules and 

institutions. How people make choices was not an object of study. Rather, a theory of choice was 

brought in as part of the new analytical kit. Rational Choice Theory, depicting legal actors and 

addressees of the laws as rational maximisers, was part of the innovative enterprise but not the 

focus of discussions. It was used, among other tools, to produce innovative legal scholarship. In 

this sense, neoclassical law and economics created a space for theories of choice in legal 

scholarship but also immediately filled that space with a particular theory of choice. The 

interesting discussion was deemed to lie elsewhere: it was about how this theory applied to 

existing rules, and what it implied, it was about efficiency and the incentive effects of rules. Any 

discussion about whether Rational Choice Theory was fitting, such as the work of Herbert Simon,54 

                                                             
52  Cited by C Engel and G Gigerenzer, ‘Law and heuristics: An interdisciplinary venture’ in C Enge and l G Gigerenzer 

(eds), Heuristics and the law (MIT Press, 2006) 1–16, 1. 
53  N Mercuro and SG Medema, Economics and the Law: From Posner to Post Modernism (Princeton University Press, 

1997) ix. 
54  H Simon, ‘A Behavioral Model of Rational Choice’ (1955) 69 Quarterly Journal of Economics 99. 
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belonged to a separate school (the institutionalist school), which did not receive as much traction 

in legal scholarship. It could thus be said that the law and economics movement rather indirectly 

and inadvertently opened a space for theories of choice in legal scholarship. That space laid 

between different schools of law and economics which had received unequal attention from legal 

scholars. 

It was when behavioural analysis emerged and empirically called into question the rationality 

hypotheses on which the dominant paradigm of neoclassical economics rested that, by 

implication, a space for discussing theories of choice was truly open within legal scholarship.55 

The rational choice theory, which had been treated as a reliable tool for legal analysis in the 

dominant (Chicago) school of economic analysis of law, was being undermined. That properly 

created a void56 and called for revisiting the classics of economic analysis of law, such as the Coase 

Theorem.57 For this reason, it is mostly in the behavioural-legal literature that one finds 

discussions on theories of choice. Behavioural analysis of law consists in applying empirical 

behavioural evidence to the analysis of law.58 By nature, it involves discussing how people make 

certain choices—e.g. how consumers choose food, service contracts or financial products they 

purchase—and confronting empirical evidence either with (implicit) behavioural hypotheses 

embedded in the law (e.g. consumers read, understand and act upon nutritional information) or 

with received wisdom about the law (dominant doctrinal opinion).59 In this strand of literature, 

behavioural findings are used as reality checks.60 They serve to expose misconceptions in the 

behavioural priors of law makers—instances where legal instincts and common sense do not 

serve well. Behavioural evidence may also unveil shortcomings in the justifications for specific 

policies, such as those based on economic analysis—instances where rational choice theory does 

not serve well. A comprehensive literature review, which far exceeds the scope and ambition of 

this chapter, would be necessary to ascertain the exact contours of discussions of theories of 

                                                             
55  On the history of behavioural law and economics, see E Zamir and D Teichman, Behavioural Law and Economics 

(OUP, 2018) ch 3.  
56  RB Korobkin and T Ulen, ‘Law and Behavioural Science: Removing the Rationality Assumption from Law and 

Economics’ (2000) 88 Cal L Rev 1051. 
57  RB Korobkin, ‘The Endowment Effect and Legal Analysis’ (2003) 97 Northwestern University L Rev 1227; ‘Wrestling 

with the Endowment Effect, or How to Do Law and Economics Without the Coase Theorem’ in E Zamir and 
D Teichman (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Behavioral Economics and the Law (OUP, 2014). 

58  A Tor (2008) cited n 5.  
59  For a comprehensive review of food labelling policies, SI Becher, H Gao, A Harrison and JC Lai, ‘Hungry for Change: 

The Law and Policy of Food Health Labelling’ (2020) Wake Forest L Rev, forthcoming, available at SSRN: 
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3352241 (confronting policies with extant empirical evidence); on reading/no reading 
of terms and conditions, see the contrasting findings of Y Bakos, F Marotta-Wurgler and DR Trossen, ‘Does Anyone 
Read the Fine Print? Consumer Attention to Standard-Form Contracts’ (2014) 43(1) The Journal of Legal Studies 1 
(confronting behavioural assumptions embedded in legal rules with observational data); and M Elshout, M Elsen, 
J Leenheer, MBM Loos and J Luzak, ‘Study on consumers’ attitudes towards Terms and Conditions (T&Cs)’, 
[https://perma.cc/FZ7K-LJ57] (tackling questions regarding possible law reform with empirical data from lab 
studies).  

60  This is one possible use of empirical data in legal discourse. For a typology of such uses, AL Sibony, ‘Data and 
Arguments: empirical research in consumer law’ in H Micklitz, AL Sibony and F Esposito (eds), Research Methods in 
Consumer Law: A Handbook (Edward Elgar, 2018) 165. 

https://ssrn.com/abstract=3352241
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/terms_and_conditions_final_report_en.pdf
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choice in the behavioural legal scholarship. The next subsection confines itself to offering some 

organising thoughts to be tested and refined.  

B. SHAPING THE DISCUSSION OF THEORIES OF CHOICE: DEEP AND NARROW OR 

WIDE AND SHALLOW? 

It seems possible to identify two polar shapes which the space for discussing theories of choice in 

the legal literature can take. One is deep and narrow and the other wide and shallow. Rather than 

exact descriptors of specific works, these labels aim to name trends, in full recognition that 

individual behavioural-legal research projects could be plotted in different spots on each axis.61  

The deep and narrow version of the discussion on theories of choice is one that combines a 

genuine discussion of competing theories with a set pattern of discussion. Bar-Gill’s Seduction by 

contract62 offers a relatively pure example of this type. Economic analysis of contract constitutes 

the starting point. This allows the research question which structures of the book to be clearly and 

explicitly about alternative theories of choice. In the beginning is a theory of choice (Rational 

Choice Theory) and the enquiry reveals that it does not explain all market developments which 

can be observed in relation to consumer contracts. Therefore, goes the argument, we need a better 

theory. This is where behavioural insights come in: to help improve the theory of consumer choice 

and better explain facts (contractual practices and how consumers respond to them). Then, based 

on this better understanding of market reality, policy options can be discussed. This is also, by and 

large, the approach followed by Zamir and Teichman in their textbook Behavioural Law and 

Economics.63 

Such discussions of alternative theories of choice may be called deep because they contrast two 

theories of consumer choice rather than one theory and legal intuition or folk psychology. Both 

theories are discussed in relation to facts to be explained, rather than representations of facts 

embedded in the law. They are compared from the perspective of their explanatory power. The 

relationship between alternative theories of consumer choice is very clear: rational choice theory 

is treated as the incumbent theory; it is only when rational-choice explanations for the observed 

contracts and prices fail that behavioural-economics theory enters.64 The discussion of alternative 

theories of choice is deep in that it is about falsification (in the Popperian sense of the word).65 

At the same time, a discussion of theories of choice such as that offered by Bar-Gill may be called 

narrow in that the logic of economic analysis entirely shapes it.66 Not only is rational choice theory 

the point of reference, but the dominance of the economic paradigm is also felt in other ways. 

Behavioural arguments are used to describe ‘market failures’ which remained invisible from the 

                                                             
61  For a different use of the notions of ‘breadth’ and ‘depth’ in relation to behavioural scholarship in general (rather 

than specifically in relation to ‘theories of choice’, which constitute the focus here), see A Tor, ‘The Next Generation 
of Behavioural Law and Economics’ in K Mathis (ed), European Perspectives on Behavioural Law and Economics 
(Springer, 2015) 17. 

62  O Bar-Gill, Seduction by Contract (OUP, 2012). 
63  Cited n 55. Most chapters start with the standard law and economics account of key issues in the area of law 

discussed (unless none is available) and then go on to question and refine the analysis based on behavioural studies. 
64  Bar-Gill, cited n 2. 
65  Popper distinguished two meanings of the expressions falsifiable and falsifiability: falsifiable in principle and 

demonstrably falsifiable. K Popper, Realism and the Aim of Science: From the Postscript to The Logic of Scientific 
Discovery (Routledge, 1983, reprinted 2000) XXII. Reference is made here to the second meaning. 

66  This remark does not apply to Zamir and Teichman’s book, which also contains other types of discussions, including 
honest recognition that the policy implications of the analyses presented are inconclusive.  
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vantage point of economic analysis and which are, for this reason, called ‘behavioural market 

failures’. In this analytical framework, it is essential to characterise the effects of behavioural 

phenomena as ‘market failures’ for only such failures justify public intervention because of their 

impact on consumer welfare, total welfare or both. In other words, economic analysis structures 

the narrative in which the behavioural arguments are inserted. This feature accounts for 

exceptional clarity of the argument and also creates limits to what behavioural evidence could 

find its way into legal analysis of this type. For example, the analysis refers to consumer welfare 

and the notion of consumer welfare refers to consumer surplus. Consumer surplus is, in turn, 

defined as the difference between the maximum price a consumer is willing to pay and the actual 

price she pays. Therefore, recourse to the notion of consumer welfare presupposes that 

consumers have well-defined preferences over well-defined sets of goods and exhibit decreasing 

utility functions. Behavioural evidence might call these assumptions too into question, but inviting 

such evidence into the discussion would be akin to opening Pandora’s box and risk jeopardising 

the neat structure of the argument. 

By contrast, it is possible to think of wide and shallow discussions of theories of choice. These are 

more likely to be found in European legal scholarship, where economic analysis does not 

constitute a natural starting point in the same way as it does in the US. That economic analysis of 

law remained niche in Europe has been explained by lesser academic pressure to innovate bearing 

on European scholars.67 Thus, partly shielded from competition, European legal scholars could 

afford the luxury of scepticism vis-à-vis Rational Choice Theory. This state of facts has a direct 

bearing on the depth of discussions regarding the theories of choice. Where rational choice theory 

is not considered the default, behavioural findings will naturally be discussed in relation to what 

does constitute the default, namely legal intuition and common sense as well as implicit or explicit 

statements about consumer behaviour found in legislation or court judgments. Rather than asking 

which competing theories of consumer choice best fits legally relevant facts, scholars will occupy 

themselves with asking whether courts or the legislator got their facts right. They will confront 

statements of facts in legislative documents (or pre-legislative work) and court judgments with 

relevant behavioural insights as well as discuss the relevance of extant empirical findings to the 

specific legal context at hand.68 Compared to a test of one theory of choice against an alternative 

theory of choice, such discussions contrasting behavioural (partial) theories of choice and folk 

psychology can be called shallow. This is not to say that more in-depth discussions on theories of 

choice find no place, they do but typically outside the legal literature or on its fringes. This is 

                                                             
67  N Garoupa and TS Ulen, ‘The market for legal innovation: Law and economics in Europe and the United States’ in 

T Eisenberg and GB Ramello (eds), Comparative Law and Economics (Edward Elgar, 2016) 78.  
68  In relation to the court’s findings, and for a rare example of a discussion of case law in light of an ad hoc behavioural 

experiment, see K Purnhagen and E van Herpen, ‘Can Bonus Packs Mislead Consumers? An Empirical Assessment of 
The ECJ’s Mars Judgment and its Potential Impact on The “Average Consumer” in Internal Market Law’ (2017) 40(2) 
Journal of Consumer Policy 217. 
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typically the case of the discussion on the heuristics-and-biases and the fast-and-frugal heuristics 

‘theories’ (and whether they really constitute alternatives).69  

However, not encapsulating behavioural arguments in a policy discussion preformatted by 

economic analysis also implies that there is space for a broader range of behavioural arguments 

(evidently, such opening of the frame of discussion has nothing specifically European). Besides 

establishing the existence of behavioural market failures and discussing the merits of policy 

options,70 empirical findings from psychology can also be used to discuss the interpretation of the 

law71 or methodological issues.72 The discussion of theories of choice (whether consumer choice, 

citizen’s choice or choices of firms) may also be wider in a different sense, namely that they 

incorporate psychological insights other than those which specifically falsify rational choice 

theory.73 This includes behavioural ethics, whose perspective is also profoundly disruptive of 

rational choice paradigm in that it highlights the limited importance of choice in accounting for 

certain (dishonest) behaviours.74 It would also include the as-yet underdeveloped approaches 

integrating behavioural and sociological findings. 

In contrast to legislative work, where there seems to be little interest for formulating theories of 

choice or choosing between several candidate theories of choice, there is space in legal scholarship 

for discussing theories of choice. In behavioural analysis of law, such discussions are very explicit. 

They can be deep and narrow or shallow and wide. There is in principle no reason that scholarship 

cannot spread into other boxes of this 2X2 though deep and wide seems particularly challenging 

while shallow and narrow may seem unattractive. What seems puzzling is that there seems to be 

a little connection between positive theories of choice, that seek to explain how people make 

choices in different contexts, and normative reflexion on what exactly deserves protection when 

it comes to consumer choice. The consumer law mantra that we protect ‘informed consumer 

choice’ seems woefully under-determined. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This contribution is started by naming reasons to lower ambitions regarding theories of choice in 

legal contexts. First, regarding the ‘supply-side’, there is no complete catalogue of available 

theories of choice which could be mobilised in either legislative work or legal scholarship. A ready-

to-use meta-theory of choice that would instruct lawyers as to when to use what theory of choice 

seems even more elusive. Second, regarding the demand side, emanating from policy makers, it 

seems to be characterised by a moderate appetite for theories. Indeed, a look at recent policy 

discussions in the field of consumer protection confirms that, while there is a strong commitment 

to protecting consumer choice, there is no attempt at grounding legislation on a robust theory of 

choice. Paradoxically, the empirical studies commissioned by the European Union seem to be 

                                                             
69  C Engel and G Gigerenzer (eds), Heuristics and the law (MIT Press, 2006) (fringes); A Hortal, ‘Nudging and Educating: 

Bounded Axiological Rationality in Behavioral Insights’ (2019) Behavioural Public Policy 1–24 (outside). 
70  YM Atamer, ‘Why Judicial Control of Price Terms in Consumer Contracts Might Not Always Be the Right Answer—

Insights from Behavioural Law and Economics’ (2017) 80(4) MLR 624 (offering an interesting example of a 
discussion of EU law structured by a law and economics approach). 

71  AL Sibony, ‘Can EU Consumer Law Benefit From Behavioural Insights?’ (2014) 22(6) European Rev of Private Law 
903. 

72  E.g. P Hacker (n 28) and references cited; A Tor (2008) cited n 5. 
73  On this widening, see O Lobel and Y Feldman, ‘Behavioural Trade-Offs: Beyond the Land of Nudges Spans the World 

of Law and Psychology’ in A Alemanno and AL Sibony, cited n 9. 
74  Y Feldman, ‘Behavioral Ethics Meets Behavioral Law and Economics’ in E Zamir and D Teichman (eds), cited n 57. 
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designed to confirm and fortify the information paradigm which has come under such strong 

attack from the behavioural literature, rather than falsify it. This is not entirely surprising since 

falsifying theories on which the law rests is not, after all, incumbent upon the legislator. It is also 

noteworthy that European consumer law seems characterised by theoretical eclecticism when it 

comes to determining how well consumers deal with information. The theories of choice 

underpinning the law may not be explicit, but it is nonetheless clear that they are very diverse. 

Despite the plurality of choice theories, no meta-theory of how each might apply in different 

contexts, in relation to terms and conditions or financial information, for example, seems to be in 

sight. Equally, when several different theories seem apt to explain that a given practice such as 

drip pricing can harm consumers, there seems to be no need to choose between them. For policy 

purposes, theories of harm trump theories of choice. 

In contrast to what can be observed in the context of legislative work, legal scholarship has 

evolved to make room for explicit discussions on theories of choice. The space for such discussions 

was not always there and is still in the process of being shaped. While it is still relatively early 

days, it seems possible to contrast deep discussions of competing theories of choice, which 

characterise behavioural law and economics, with shallower discussions of behavioural priors 

embedded in the law in light of behavioural insights, which can be found in what might be called 

behavioural doctrinal work. Discussions of theories of choice in the legal literature may also vary 

as to their scope. They can be narrow when behavioural findings are used exclusively to document 

the existence and the magnitude of ‘behavioural market failures’. They can be wide when insights 

from psychology are brought to bear at any stage in legal reasoning or methodological enquiry. 

Whatever its shape, a line of research worthy of attention would bring together what has been 

loosely termed ‘theories of choice’ in this contribution and the normative question of what 

deserves protection when the law says it protects choice. 
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